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101 Prayers To Strengthen Your Marriage
What you don't know about marriage can't only hurt your marriage; it can destroy your marriage. In "101 No Frills Relationship
Lessons You Need to Learn Before You Marry," Emmanuel Ogunjumo takes a deep dive into the lives of twenty people in the
"Bible" to reveal powerful and practical relationship insights from their lives. "A wise person learns from their mistakes. A wiser
person learns from other's mistakes. But the wisest person of all learns from the successes of others." - John C MaxwellIf you
want an exceptional relationship, then you must choose to learn from other people's mistakes and successes. Fun to read, easy to
digest, and simple to understand, this book gives you fresh, essential, and powerful perspective on what it takes to make your
relationship thrive as it navigates the mistakes and successes of your favorite Biblical men and women.In the book you will find: 101 Life Lessons to strengthen your relationship- Scripture Meditations- Guided Prayers about each life lesson- Life Application
exercisesMarriage is a commitment, use the lessons in this book to strengthen yours.
Do you sense that God is calling you to a deeper walk with Him, but you aren’t quite sure how to get there? Enrich your
relationship with God through prayer. In Prayer Without Limits, experienced prayer leader Elaine Helms graciously addresses
some of the common obstacles believers bring to prayer. Citing scriptural remedies, Helms reminds believers of God’s grace and
timing and challenges us to move through the five practical prayer steps that can enrich our relationship with God, develop spiritual
maturity, and unleash His power to work through your prayers.
With some basic training in intercessory prayer, you can learn to pray the way God intended—with eternal impact. If you would you
like to hear God’s voice and know that He hears yours, begin to understand biblical principles outlined in Prayer 101. Learn to
apply this knowledge to your personal and church prayer life through the variety of prayer opportunities available to intercessors
today. For church leaders who recognize that members are often intimidated by the commitment to intercessory prayer, Prayer
101 is an invaluable training resource. Aspiring intercessors can be equipped to serve in a variety of prayer opportunities
throughout the church. Timid no longer. Be transformed into an enthusiastic, praying Christian who unlocks the power to make a
difference in this world. Be equipped to pray in private or in public.
Stormie Omartian's bestselling The Power of a Praying® series (more than 28 million copies sold) is rereleased with fresh new
covers and new material to reach a still-growing market of readers eager to discover the power of prayer for their lives. It may
seem easier to pray for your spouse, your children, your friends, and your extended family, but God wants to hear your requests
for your life too. He loves it when you come to Him for the things you need and ask Him to help you become the woman you have
always longed to be. The Power of a Praying® Woman is just for you. You'll find personal illustrations, carefully selected
Scriptures, and heartfelt prayers to help you trust God with deep longings, not just pressing needs cover every area of life with
prayer maintain a right heart before God Each chapter concludes with a prayer you can follow or use as a model for your own
prayers. Women of all ages will find hope and purpose for their lives with The Power of a Praying® Woman.
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INCLUDED ARE PRAYERS BY: Dr. Mark I. Bubeck, Dr. Neil T. Anderson, Brother Andrew, Nancy Leigh Demoss, Dr. Fred C.
Dickason, Rev. Paul Estabrooks, Dr. Erwin W. Lutzer, Stormie Omartian, Dr. Ray Pritchard, Dr. Marcus Warner, and others. Newly
updated to include an “Introduction to Spiritual Warfare” by Dr. Marcus Warner. The Bible is clear — from the moment we draw our
first breath, WE ARE AT WAR. Satan hates us and wants to destroy us — because the Lord loves us. A supernatural battle is
waging all around us and if you are not a warrior, you will be a casualty. Christians must face this battle head-on by learning to put
on the full armor of God every day. If we are not equipped properly, we will wonder why we live such defeated lives. Satan is alive
and well and "prowling around like a lion seeking whom he can devour." We must use the weapons that God has provided for us
to do battle for ourselves and for those that we love. A Warrior’s Prayerbook is a clear and concise resource designed to help you
put on the full armor of God. This book is filled with doctrinally sound prayers, written by great men and women of faith, past and
present, that will help you be a fearsome prayer warrior in your spiritual battle. ENDORSEMENTS A Warrior's Prayerbook will be a
great help to many and a service to the Body of Christ. Many will have never seen anything like these prayers. They should not
only be a help to those who use them but also a wake-up call and challenge to many who never thought of warfare and practical
praying against evil. Kathryn has done a great work in compiling, organizing, presenting, and publishing this book. Good art work.
Great need. Great taste. DR. C. FRED DICKASON Author and Fmr. Systematic Theology Chair – Moody Bible Institute, Chicago
“The Christian life is not a playground; it is a battleground.” Warren Wiersbe We’re in a battle every day. If we take seriously
Paul’s call to “Put on the whole armor of God” (Ephesians 6:11), then we know that we need to pray. But how should we pray
when we go into battle? My friend Kathryn McBride has helped us hugely by compiling A Warrior’s Prayerbook for Spiritual
Warfare. The first part of the book contains prayers from esteemed Christian leaders like Erwin Lutzer, Mark Bubeck, Fred
Dickason, and Brother Andrew, arranged in categories such as “Affirm,” “Resist,” “Renounce,” and “Prayers for Others.” The
book also includes the full text of many Scriptures on spiritual warfare along with very helpful quotes from noted Christian leaders.
This is the most comprehensive guide to spiritual warfare praying that I have seen. We need a book like this so that when the
enemy surrounds us, we will know how to get in contact with the Captain of our Salvation. Read it and you will be better prepared
to stand strong when the devil attacks you and your family. DR. RAY PRITCHARD Speaker, Pastor, Author
www.keepbelieving.com
These true stories of answered prayers, divine intervention, messages from heaven and miraculous healing will give you hope and
deepen your faith. Miracles happen every day—to people from all walks of life. You’ll be inspired, awed and comforted by these
101 true stories from ordinary people who’ve had extraordinary experiences. From angel visitations to answered prayers, from
amazing coincidences to astonishing luck, these moving stories will give you goosebumps and inspire you to look for the miracles
all around you.
What is an Esther Fast? Why is the midnight prayer so powerful? In this book you will discover these biblical secrets and more.
After reading this prayer manual, you will know why a few believers are able to consistently obtain answers to their prayers, no
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matter how impossible the situation may look. And what you can do to join them today.
Get back to the basics of prayer with this guided tour.

Access Your Prophetic Advantage in Prayer! What is really happening in the unseen realm when we pray in tongues? In
Tongues of Fire, seasoned prophetic teacher and prayer leader, Jennifer LeClaire offers fresh biblical insight into what
goes on when we activate our heavenly prayer language. Using directed prayer activations, Jennifer helps you tap into
the power of praying in tongues. She examines the physiological effects that praying in tongues has on our bodies as
well as the promises of God we access when we pray. Divided into 101 easy to read mini-chapters, you will discover how
to: Break Religious Mindsets Strengthen Your Physical Body Tap into Heaven's Revelation and Mysteries Receive Holy
Boldness Open Your Seer Eyes to the Unseen Realm Shift Spiritual Atmospheres Pray Perfect Prayers Don't get stuck in
a rut of powerless prayer. There's a whole realm of glory and power awaiting you as you unlock the mysteries of praying
in tongues. Tap into it today and see your life transformed from the inside out!
101 Prayers for My Son (eBook)Christian Art Publishers
Traditional Christian Ethics features two exhaustive alphabetical lists of affirmative commandments and prohibitions from
the earliest Christian ethics, as found in writers before the mass apostasy of 249-251 AD. The affirmatives, or positives,
list consists of what Christians are/were commanded or encouraged to do. The other list is of negatives or prohibitions,
i.e. what Christians are/were discouraged from doing, similarly arranged. The source material for the work encompasses
far more than the ten-volume Ante-Nicene Fathers edited by Roberts and Donaldson. It also draws from all writings of the
period: Christian, Jewish, and pagan, available in English or French translation, plus a few Latin translations. Some
translations have been published only in scholarly journals, and some only in the twenty-first century. Volumes Two and
Three form a single exhaustive alphabetical list of affirmative commandments or precepts, including mental attitudes, i.e.
what Christian ethics commanded or encouraged according to writers on Christian ethics before 250 AD. Using earlier
drafts of this set of books, Dr. Brattston's articles and booklets synthesizing early and contemporary Christianity have
been published by a wide variety of denominations and ministries in every major English-speaking country. He hopes
readers will use them as a starting-point for writing articles, papers, and sermons of their own.
More from the AuthorsPurchase these products from Reverend Steve and Reverend Bev:1. "Pray It Loud!" mobile app
which is available at the App Store and Google Play.2. The "Pray It Loud" Prayer Enrichment Study Guide." Contains
material to develop your prayer life and prayers to strengthen your faith, family and finances. 3. "L.U.S.T.!!! In Marriage"
book. This book provides tools that can be used to improve your Love Life, Unity, Sex Life, and Trust (L.U.S.T.!!!) in your
marriage. 4. "Marriage 101: Basic Training for Couples." This workbook provides information that can be used to resolve
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the challenges that many marriages face. All books are published by Xulon Press and are available at Barnes and Noble,
Amazon and book stores everywhere.Reverend Steve and Reverend Bev conduct Married Couples Conferences,
Leadership Conferences, and Women and Men Conferences. Both preachers are sought after teachers and preachers
who have ministered throughout the U.S. and the Bahamas.For details on how they can bless your ministry; contact them
atUniqueMarriage@Yahoo.com or www.UniqueMarriage.comFollow Reverend Steve and Reverend Bev on Twitter at:
www.Twitter.com/PrayItLoud"
Prayer can teach you how to eliminate pride, live a life of inner courage and take you many steps closer to Allah (swt). It
can transport you to a higher plane, and make you become aware of a place deep inside you that is absolutely silent and
still. However, all this can only be achieved with the presence of the heart and mind during prayer. Discover 101 ways to
achieve the most out of your prayer. Pick and choose the strategies you want to apply, from learning the philosophy
behind the movements in ruku' and sujood, to breathing and meditation techniques. 101 Ways to Concentrate in Prayer
reveals the secrets and skills to take the first step in the journey towards the Almighty (swt).
Answers questions Catholics and others have about the Bible, its role in Catholic belief, and Catholic teaching on issues
raised in the Bible.
There are prayers that can help rekindle the interest of your spouse in your marriage, even if he or she hasn't looked at
you in years. In some cases, these prayers can help turn any troubled relationship to a terrific relationship in as short a
time as 21 days.
From God’s mouth to the hearts of His people - this is the function of the Bible and is the reason it is called The Word of
God. “The Bible applied to the heart by the Holy Spirit is the chief means by which men are built up and established in
the faith, after their conversion. It is able to cleanse them, sanctify them, to instruct them in righteousness, and to furnish
them thoroughly for all good works (2 Timothy 3:16, 17) J.C. Ryle. After many years of anger against God, the Lord
wonderfully restored the author to Himself and laid the burden of this ministry on his heart. Every week for the past
fourteen years TFTWs (Thoughts From The Word) have been sent via the internet to God’s people throughout the world.
Many similar thoughts may be found at www.onhisshoulders.com. The Bible “can show you the way which leads to
heaven. It can teach you everything you need to know, point out everything you need to believe, and explain everything
you need to do. It can show you what you are - a sinner. It can show you what God is - perfectly holy. It can show you the
great river of pardon, peace, and grace - Jesus Christ” J.C. Ryle, 1816-1900, Bishop of Liverpool, whose picture is on
the front cover. The thoughts contained in this volume are published with the sincere prayer that God will use them to
refresh and encourage the souls of His people. To receive future weekly TFTWs send your request to:
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dave4thoughts@gmail.com
For almost three thousand years, people have prayed and sung the Psalms. Like those who have gone before us, when
we are filled with joy, we will discover fuel in these ancient songs for even higher praises. And when we are going
through the valley of deepest darkness, we will find in the Psalms light shining upon us, driving the shadows of doubt
away. Prayers on Fire includes 365 prayers inspired by the book of Psalms from the heart-felt Passion Translation. Each
day contains an excerpt from the Psalms and then a prayer from the heart, providing an expression of faith and worship
for sincere worshipers. Open your heart as you open the pages of this book. Here you will find God as your shelter of
strength. “As I’m hidden within your greatness, I discover your eternal purposes. In love and humility I bow before you,
my awe-inspiring God. The way you watch over me, infuses me with confidence and courage. You are my source; I draw
life from the waters of your love. Walking step by step with you brings me joy unlike I’ve ever known. Your Word
illuminates my path, and wherever I go, I flourish. No matter the season, I’m blessed—established firmly in you.” (Inspired
by Psalm 1:2)
Offers wives instructions on how to pray for their husbands in practical, life-changing ways, identifitying sixteen
landmarks to effectively cover husbands in prayer and offering a thirty-day guide that features Scriptures and prayers.
It’s Never Too Soon or Too Late to Pray for Your Marriage Stormie Omartian’s bestselling books on prayer have
changed the lives of millions. In The Power of Prayer to Enrich Your Marriage, Stormie shows husbands and wives how
to pray with urgency and power for God’s protection against the 14 most common marital problems that can lead to
distrust, dissatisfaction, and sometimes even divorce. Whether you want guidance to help you avoid common pitfalls or
you need healing and restoration from struggles you’ve already faced, you can partner with God to strengthen your
relationship. This book will help you… prevent and pray through the challenges that may arise in your marriage lift your
requests for good communication, forgiveness, wisdom, and much more to the Lord experience heartfelt peace knowing
that no obstacle in your relationship is too great for God The Power of Prayer to Enrich Your Marriage also provides you
with Bible verses that will speak truth to your heart about your relationship with your spouse and God, and personal
prayers you can use to ensure your marriage lasts a lifetime.
Chances are very good that you pray. Most everyone does. But, would you like to strengthen your prayer life? Would you
like to move beyond the basics, beyond "Prayer 101"? This book will help you. Dennis Fuqua, an expderienced national
prayer leader, sets up an imaginary series of podcasts with Biblical characters to help you understand more of their
perspective on prayer and move your prayers closer to the Biblical standards. As you read, you will not only be able to
pray along with them, but also pray your own fresh prayers based upon the insights they share in each podcast. Weather
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you need instruction or just some encouragment in your prayer life, this book will be worth your time.
Parents know that their children need their prayers. But sometimes, they aren't sure where to start. For moms and dads
who long to lift their kids up in prayer, Powerful Prayers for Your Daughter and Powerful Prayers for Your Son offer hope,
encouragement, and practical help. Rob and Joanna Teigen assure parents that just because they don't always
understand their son or daughter, that doesn't mean that God doesn't. Collecting specific prayers parents can use, along
with stories from other parents about how God has answered their prayers, Rob and Joanna give readers a strong
foundation to build a lifelong habit of praying for their kids. They also explain what boys and girls need to learn as they
grow up, including character, courage, modesty, self-control, forgiveness, and more, so parents can pray for every part of
their kids' lives.
This beautiful prayer journal contains 101 pages to take notes and reflect on your relationship with Christ. Printed on high
quality stock and sized at 6 x 9, it is perfect for both travel and fitting right on your bedside table. Whether it's for group
Bible Study or personal worship, this prayer journal is the perfect tool to build a stronger relationship with Christ! The
Book Contains: Premium matte cover designModern and trendy layoutPerfectly sized at 6" x 9" & many many more!
Why don’t people pray? After reading many books on prayer, presenting seminars and writing several books on this
topic, Bennie Mostert has come to the conclusion that people really want to pray but are not sure what to pray, and feel
they don’t know how to pray. Every person prays differently and everyone must pray in the way which works best for
them. The purpose of this prayer guide is to teach one what to pray and how to pray. Meaningful prayer cannot be
measured in terms of how long you pray. Prayer 101 is merely a guideline or method to help you to get started on the
road to meaningful prayer. This practical guide will help in making your prayer times more significant.
Are you tired and stressed out? Don't be. The Moments With God For Moms Faux Leather Daily Devotional is just what
you need. Whether you are a first-time mom of a newborn or a seasoned mom of a teenager, Karen Stubbs knows that
you need encouragement and a little time out. The back panel of the daily devotional's faux leather cover is shaded a
light dusty blue, and it wraps around the spine where it meets a full-color front panel with a double topstitched seam. The
front panel features a soft white shiplap background adorned with bouquets of pink flowers and soft blueish-green foliage
accented with gold foil. A title is heat debossed on the spine and foiled in bright metallic pink on the front cover. This yearlong devotional will meet you where you are and accompany you through the rewarding, often challenging, yet Godordained journey of Motherhood. Author Karen Stubbs is the founder of Birds on a Wire, a ministry created to equip
mothers through truth, encouragement and community. The devotional introduces its theme through a passage taken
from the book of Proverbs 31:28-30. The interior pages of the devotional are printed in a bright teal color. A presentation
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page in the front of the book lets you address this devotional as part of a baby shower gift for a new mom. A decorative
page with a floral motif introduces each month and a similar floral motif is repeated on every page of the devotional. Each
daily entry has a date, title, Bible verse, devotional passage, and a prayer. Karen Stubbs encourages and inspires
mothers in this beautifully bound faux leather devotional. Wrap a copy of the Moments With God For Moms Faux Leather
Daily Devotional for a new mom or a friend in the throes of childrearing to remind her that her calling is a great one. You
can also show your support to your daughters and daughters-in-law when you slip a copy of the Moments With God For
Moms Faux Leather Daily Devotional in their Christmas stockings this year! Pink Floral Cover Design, Faux Leather
Cover, Gold Foil Accents, Pink Foiled Title, Heat Debossed Spine Title, Two-color Interior, 365 Devotions, 392 Gilt-edged
Pages, Size: 7.3 x 5.4 x 0.9 (185 x 137 x 23mm)
One of the most common ways in which angels speak to us is by showing us repetitive number sequences. Since the publication
of her best-selling book Angel Numbers, Doreen Virtue has received even more information from the angels about the meaning of
number sequences such as 111, 444, 1234, and so forth. Angel Numbers 101 clearly explains how to receive accurate messages
from your angels and heavenly loved ones whenever you see repetitive number sequences on telephone numbers, license plates,
receipts, clocks, and such. Every message is completely updated for increased accuracy in understanding your angels' messages.
This handy reference guide is small enough to fit into a purse or desk drawer so you'll always know what your angels are saying.
This far from ordinary devotional encourages readers to develop daily spiritual disciplines in key areas of their faith, including
prayer, Bible reading, worship, and more. For years, writer Tim Challies has been posting spiritual insights from influential
Christian thought leaders, helping his thousands of online followers mature in their faith. Now these inspirations are yours to
discover in this one-of-a-kind devotional. This curated collection of quotes, along with stunning photography and corresponding
devotions from Tim, challenges you to cultivate consistent spiritual habits, including… Prayer Bible reading Worship Evangelism
Fasting Silence and solitude Gratitude Stewardship If you desire to become more disciplined in your daily walk with Christ, Words
from the Wise offers you small and simple opportunities to grow your faith in extraordinary ways.
Prayers to Share: 100 Empowering Notes for Kids provides 100 tear-out notes, each including a prayer, Scripture, and a loving,
just-so-you-know affirmation statement
What do you say when you pray? It is a question that I have been asked over and over again during the past 14 years that I have
pursued the calling to study and teach prayer. The question does not solely come from beginning pray-ers, but from Christians in
all stages of their prayer lives and walks with the Lord. The purpose of this book is to answer the question; to take the mystery out
of prayer; and to empower pray-ers with the information they need to pray effectively. By the end of this book, readers will
understand why we are called to pray and will have the tools to more than adequately answer the call. Ultimately, they will know
how to pray prayers that produce God s plans for themselves, their businesses, their community, and their world.
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Prayer Journal: Prayers And Answers - Notebook For Religious Christians This Prayer Journal contains over 3 months of pages to
write down your prayer requests, notes, scripture references and topics A simple way to build a stronger relationship with Christ
and strengthen your faith day by day About this Prayer Journal: Premium matte cover design 101 Printed on high-quality pages
Modern and trendy layout Perfectly sized at 6'' x 9'' Grab a copy for a gift to a friend and family or just for yourself
John 15:13 Greater love hath no man than this; that a man lay down his life for his friends. The Great X-Cape II (God's Amazing
Love) takes spiritual concepts from my first book, The Great X-Cape, expounds on those spiritual concepts in more detail, and is a
continuation of my first book. Through the storms, through the valleys, and through the fire, God has been a constant source of
motivation, inspiration, and comfort, and He has been my bridge over troubled water as I continue to make my great escape each
day by faith. He is God on the mountain and He is still God even if we are facing the darkest valley that we could have ever
imagined. There is a hiding place in God that we can enter into where our troubles can no longer find us as we find our faith in God
and place our complete confidence in Him. God has turned my greatest tragedies into my greatest victories, my impossibilities into
possibilities, and has become, to me, the greatest Superhero that I have ever known. When we surrender our self-made invisible
cape to God, we will find that nothing is impossible with Him.
How long? Why is this happening? Where are you, God? For centuries, God's people have learned to go to God with their real
questions, struggles, and everyday needs from reading and studying the Psalms. In this practical, gospel-rich small group study,
authors Barbara Juliani and Patric Knaak guide participants in learning how the Psalms give us words to pray about the real
struggles in our lives. Faith in Christ brings us into a living relationship with God, which means we can go to God in every
circumstance and with every reaction of our hearts. We don't need to pretend things are good when they are not, or that we are
strong when we are not. The Psalms are God's gift to his people--his own words we can pray to strengthen our hearts and faith.
This small group guide with leader's notes includes ten in-depth lessons that include discussion questions, a short article to read,
and a practical application section that can be used for one-to-one discipleship, small group, or large group settings. Psalms: Real
Prayers for Real Life is part of The Gospel-Centered Life in the Bible series published in partnership with Serge. Each book in the
series examines how the gospel story is revealed throughout both the Old and New Testaments.
In this book, Mike Bickle teaches on the biblical necessity of praying for your own heart to be strengthened and enlightened by the
Holy Spirit's power. Using examples from his personal prayer list, Mike offers practical language to use in prayer, such as the
descriptions and names of Jesus in the book of Revelation; he also shares the benefits of praying the prayers of the Bible, a
practice which has provided focus and depth in his own prayer life. Creating a prayer list, along with other practical tools explained
here, provides an opportunity for your inner man to come alive through the Holy Spirit's anointing. Using three acronyms,
FELLOWSHIP, TRUST, and ARK, this book will help you fellowship with the Holy Spirit, aid you in sustaining your prayer life,
strengthen you to walk in the light, and guide you into powerful agreement with God as you seek to grow in the fullness of grace.

The biggest privilege and most important job we as parents have in this world is to pray for our children. We only want
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what’s best for them, spending hours thinking about their needs. 101 PRAYERS FOR MY SON contains 101 short but
powerful prayers to help parents pray for their children’s every need. In this book, the prayers and specially selected
Scripture verses cover a wide range of themes pertinent to every child’s life, including friendship, faith, rest and humility.
101 PRAYERS FOR MY SON will guide parents in prayer when words fail them, helping them to pray the most important
prayers for their children.
The biggest privilege and most important job we as parents have in this world is to pray for our children. We only want
what’s best for them, spending hours thinking about their needs. 101 PRAYERS FOR MY DAUGHTER contains 101
short but powerful prayers to help parents pray for their children’s every need. In this book, the prayers and specially
selected Scripture verses cover a wide range of themes pertinent to every child’s life, including friendship, faith, rest and
humility. 101 PRAYERS FOR MY DAUGHTER will guide parents in prayer when words fail them, helping them to pray
the most important prayers for their children.
Features inspirational stories offering words of wisdom, hope, and empowerment
Stormie Omartian's bestselling The Power of a Praying® series (more than 28 million copies sold) is rereleased with
fresh new covers and new material to reach a still-growing market of readers eager to discover the power of prayer for
their lives. Stormie shares some of her most-loved prayers in a small edition that you can keep on hand for quick
conversations with God to lift up your wife the areas of her commitment to God health priorities motherhood faith Prayers
from The Power of a Praying® Husband serve as the perfect starting point in asking for God's wisdom for and blessing
on your marriage. You will appreciate these concise, heartfelt ways to pray for your wife and your life together.
We all need help from time to time, and these 101 true stories of answered prayers show a higher power at work in our
lives that will inspire anyone looking to boost their faith and read some amazing stories. These 101 true stories of
answered prayers for healing, strength, protection, and more prove that God is listening and very active in our lives
today. Regular people share their personal stories of God's Divine intervention, healing power, and communication.
Evidence of His love and involvement in our lives will encourage, uplift, and recharge the faith of all readers.
About the Authors As a couple, Steve and Bev overcame low income childhoods, dyslexia, learning difficulties, P.T.S.D.
and other challenges to become sought after preachers, teachers, technology architects, real estate investors,
motivational speakers, entrepreneurs, business owners and people that just love people. They have planned and
ministered at Married Couples Conferences, Men Retreats, Women Retreats, and Leadership Seminars in churches and
industry. God has blessed them with many ministry gifts and talents. However, their passion is to provide guidance that
enriches the lives of people in need of a word of encouragement. Purchase these products from Reverend Steve and
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Reverend Bev: 1."How to Rescue Your Dreams"; provides helpful insight obtained from business and ministry that will
assist you with achieving the life that you have dreamed of! 2. "Pray It Loud"; mobile app for your smart phone. Available
at the Apple Store. 3. "Prayer It Loud!" Prayer Enrichment Study Guide. Contains material to develop your prayer life and
prayers to strengthen your faith, family and finances. 4. "L.U.S.T.!!! In Marriage" relationship book. This book provides
techniques that can be used to improve your Love Life, Unity, Sex Life, and Trust (L.U.S.T.!!!) in your marriage. 5.
"Marriage 101: Basic Training for Couples" Marriage Enrichment Study Guide and Workbook." This workbook provides
presentations, skits and information that can be used to resolve marital challenges. Note: All books mentioned are
published by Xulon Press and are available at Barnes and Noble, Amazon and fine book stores everywhere. Contact
Steve and Bev at: www.UniqueMarriage@Yahoo.com or Call 240.762.8050
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